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"For wer 20 years, Australia's forests have been the subject of angry controversy. Industry groups, timber towns, 
I prdeabnal foresters, tmb dons ,  amo&h, BBvehpers and emironmentalists have all voiced different proposals, based on mutually 

d m &  values." ( J. Dar@ - 'FahWng Arustralias ~orestu!'1995 ) 

WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS 
I 

Noel M i o  6 Bracken court Cashmere Q 4500 Maxine Armitage 38 Raymond Rd Springwood 2777. 
Richard Logan PO Bm 61 Fairy Meadow 2519 Dea Tuck 14 Bellereeve Av Mt Riverview 2774 
Chyme Holdgate RMB 1137 Yarrarnalong Rd Wyong Creek 2259 

I wonder if you expected to join such an exciting and contrwersial Groupl We are usually, though, the apathetic reliable mob 
that is common anywhere in suburbia. Despite my best efforts. e.g. - 
THERE HAS BEEN SOME DISQUIET EXPRESSED ABOUT PERCEIVED POLSTICAL COMMENTS IN THE NIL 

I mgpst that if you do not have an open mind, maybe you should not read these ? Surely there is sumdeat otber infomuttion 
~ t o k e e p ~ t l w n r o s t ~ ~ ~ ~ ?  T h e p o i n t i s - E p m a o t ~ w l t h k E o n b a P t , ~ a D d t e l l ~ ,  
dan'tjusttak to tbe&vwWyou WrnFy'apew&bpour own opinion. It dae~lT~impmsmeandIundwgtaaaocbsrsbavatb 
~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ o f y o u r ~ a n d ~ ~ r ~ ~ , I ~ g m s u r e n o b o d p ~ W u p r w r . T h a t i s o e a t a i n l y  
thew bhg Wtf b a d m e r ~ ~  but W ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ t i m p P a P e f f p e o p l e ~ a E c e p r t R b a t i s d o n e  to them, or 
af that will de- our htum or risk crur (and €my otber species for that matter), or that of the planet as a whole. Haw 

say, perhaps this is the only journal where you may have that opportunity1 
No one would surely deny that almost everything that happens to, or in our forests is due to political decisions, at the behest of 

(usually) uncaring Corporations or unthinking (or sometimes corrupt) individuals and we must change this attitude. 

NEWS FROM OUR SEED BANK AND MATERIAL PRESENTLY AVAILABLE 

(This,should have appeared in the previous N/L - I apologise for the (xllbbn]. Patrick rn- that due to mMmd w of, and gene.raUy 
limited supplies/species avaiable from the Bank, we should expand the w a  of 'Record of P q m p t W  sheet D iactadt &tails of seed 
obtained~elsewhere. Anyone sending info should advise if applicable to Seed Bank or nonBank stock. Steve Sinclair prompted this 
thought again, after sending in very good details on Fieldia australis using one of our record sheets. 

Seed Bank is very depleted of good fresh seed (Ed. Great to see - means many are using the facility). Could members send 
hatever Bed they can to Patrick, no matter how small a quantity. Would particularly like to have PALM & CLIMBERS seed. Wadd 

donom advise ?&rate colkthn date and locnth, please. 
Seed available - Alphitonia excelsa Archontophoenix alexandrae (old) Backhousia citriodora Barkiya yrmpfolia 

Cam arborea Commersonia fmseri +* Cupaniopsis pamfolia Doryanthes palmeri Elaeocarplsgcandls E. 
I '  obovatus . Flindersia australis H i b i  heterophyllus Maclura cochinchinensis (Spikey !!) Melia 

azerdarach Pandorea jasminoides (3 var. - pink, white, normal) P. pandorana (flower colour reversed) Pittosporum 
bjplor . Stenocarpps sinuatus and houefully: Commemnia bartramia Glochidion sumatranum Melia azedsrach (dwarf). Recent 
donoq9~arry Franz & the leader. 

** Ed. I'can strongly recommend this one as a beautiful large shrub. As many of you know, there are a lot on "Booyong" 
though this is,the first time in our 4 years that it has fruited. Request your seed quickly as I suspect it may have a short viability, and 
PaVick ha had it since mid Jan. AU requests to P. Bennett 20 Belamre Court Pine Mountain Q. 4306 with a stamped self-addressed 

h envelope please. 
Stop Press. At long last - everyone's Edvourite, the Python Tree 1- bkMl@ seed IS available, prwiding ~t didn't all 

sprout in transit! Never seen anythmg germinate as fast as that one - within 5 days of collecting the first batch of fruit and removal of 
b flesh, more than half had shot in the container. 

A W , E R  TO NEW MEMBERS IN QLD. - GROUP MEeTINGS ARE HELD REGULARLY 

c They are arranged for the 2nd Saturday of alternate (odd numbered) months at different locations. Starting time is 930 am. Details of 
each meeting can be obtained from the regional organiser, Peter Jurd on (07) 3345 1445. New recruits and interstate visitors always 
welcome. I encourage anyone who can attend these excursions to do so, because it is good to meet fellow enthusiasts and to see so many 
different areas. . 
BY THE SAME TO= -- DON'T FORGET TO CALL IN HERE AT ' BOOYONG'IF YOU APE IN OUR AREA 

I have always preferred that contact with members be on a personal basis; that way ldeas can be exchanged freely, as well as ~nformation. 
an! to better understand different viewpoints and the situations of people who certsunly have at least one particular interest In common 
Which so often leads to certain rapport m other fields, and usually, great social dialogue See you soon .' But do phone o r  wute prior 

w * 



PAUL REZL SUMMARISES HIS FIRST YEAR WITH THE GROUP 

Paul wrote a great letter detailing his recent activities, saying - "I think my time in the KFSG has been quite fruitful. Although there IS 

little 1 can do about the conservation of RF in OZ I do support the preservation of s p a  genotype in its native environment, and 
biodiversity as well. 

Most seed sowing was successful - I have 2 plants of Balo&ia lucida (abt 15cm tall) and 7 Acrawchia oblonaifolia from the 
seed you sent me, while Pando~ea iasminaides, Nnria rudol ia  ( 1 only), Decaspennum pawifolium (still germinating), and Barkhra 
$yrin@folia from Patrick's stock. In some cases seed wasn't fresh and germination was slower but I managed to get a few plants after all. 
Thanks to Oliver Carters kindness, fxesh seed collected from his plants gave very good germination. I have to say that most species except 
Pandorea are very slow, but that suits me fine otherwise the plants would m w e  me from the house soon ! 

Winter has so far been mild (end Dec), with temperatures dropping d m  to only minus 8 c. (I am %re 1 know what you are all 
thinking!). As a test, I planted several Euc speuaf in my garden. They are all from Tasmania and so far there hasn't been any damage 
from h t .  But spring is still far away and Janpebruary are usually more severe. Anyway winter doesn't stop me from sowing seed and 
W n g  are gtowing under fluomcent tights with a 14 hour lighr 110 hour dark cycle. In fad I prefer growiag in winter as I can get any 
temperature I want and delicate seedlings g r m  r d y  well under aificiat tight. Come spring they are large enough to be repotled and 
then they really take off. 

I should mention that I am growing exotics (1.e. anything growing outside the Czech republic) but do specdue m rare and less 
common plants. I prefer to raise all my plants from seed and this activity has led me into running a small seed bushes. The demand for 
collector's plants and exotics is high in this country and there hasn't been any supplier who could offer a good range of species plus some 
information. Apart from Aust natives I have a good range of South A£rican plants, and a few American. They cover trees, shrubs, vines, 
bulbs, palms and cycads. 

Members who may be m search of any exotics are welcome to contact me. Wishing all the Group a successful year 19%, 1 am 
looking forward to the N/Is and working with you." 

NEW MEMBER DES TUCK GIVES A BRIEF SUMMARY OF HIS INTEXEST 

"RF has become a particular interest of mine so 2 years ago I started my own RF area In the garden here m the lower Blue Mountaim 
(nar Sydney). I grow mrlmly species indigenous to the Sydney and Blue Mtns region, but others from further north as well. I am 
fortunate in having access to a small patch of RF growing in the wild quite close to home - some species have been identiiied while 
others remain a mystery." 

(Ed. May I suggest you organise a Group outing to your place, say in spring, and get everyone to bring their 'keys' ?) 

ANOTHER NEW RECRUIT FROM NSW LLLAWARRA - RICHARD LOGAN - IS CONCERNED ABOUT RF DEGRADATION 

nl k a m e  interested m our RF I - 2 gears ago, but after rending various publfcatioos and lookfng at arew !. am shocked at the state of 
the remnants - same are little more than Lantana patches. I guess that what inspired my interesl was visiting &a like Border Ra- 
Pmtcsters Falls, Minyon F a h  while on holidays. How anyone cannot fail to be impressed is beyond me .... Since then I have propagated 
and collected some R F  species and bought a number of b o o k  It seems though, that there is not a lot of propagation or cultural detail 
on offer, and generally it is about the trees. I guess that comes from timber industry influences ? 

As unfortunately, most of the RF in my area has been cleared, with much of the remainder choked with Lantana or Bitou 
Bush, my main areas of interest are in the Sub tropical and Tropical forest, (though I can't help but lwe  the WTRF nearby) and 
Propa&ation/cultivation - especially for indoor plants - and busbwafking. 

I would appreciate any advice on s-c references that w u l d  be useful for a beginners propagation attempts." Richard listed 
a quite comprehensive range of boob on RF - perhaps some specific titles on general growing of natives may be of assistance. Anyone 
suggest some that may be relevant ? 

He concluded " I've written all this aod haven't mentioned my overall feelings on l o w g  etc. As far as I am concerned, all RF 
euqskms must be restored; preservation (not conservation) ensured with adequate buffer zones, including DSF &WSF as habitat for 
animal dispersers /occupiers." 

GWYNNE HOLDGATE TEL.IS OF HER REASONS FOR JOINING 

(This IS great that so many of our new members p e  a rundown of theu feelings and ambitions on our study subject. But back to 
Gyme.)  "I have been a mmbcr of SGAP Central Caast for 5 plus years and aaively pawing RF material for the past 2 ID, smce we 
&me to h e  on ltlts property. Our 45 acres, of alluvial flats has a lktn frontage to Wywg Creek and there is a Eair number of RF s p &  
m a gallery along the banks. Fortunately it IS protected on the far ade  of the nver by a steep MI that has good regrowth-RF spp. m the 
gullies and Eucs (mamly E. saLma & E. deani~) further up the slope. There are many Bangalow palms and a couple of qulte large 
Diploglottls austrah, among others. 

The area around the house was an acre and a half of lokuyu and not a tree in sight apart from a lucky collecuon of the ever 
faithful Acmem smtlui, Choricarp~a leptaperala and Glochidion ferdmandi along a partion of the road frontage. I started plauttng there 
la Sept 1993 and am slowly extendlag the a r a  and bringing a new pockets. Many plants have come Erom th.: Earthcare nurse j at 
Wauchope and virtually all of them have done well even though some are apparently out of theu range. We have been lookmg at land in 
your area recently, so h o w  the area somewhat. 

Most Central Coast SGAP people gmw sandstone flora but there a few wth pockets of remnant RF. I would very much k e  to 
h o w  what your Group does and what we can contribute from down here!' 

GE0FFU.Y AND ANN LONG SUGGEST AN EXCURSION TO THE NSW ILLAWARRA AREA 

Geaffwy wrote offering their RE acre III Foxground, between Gemingong and Berry for an excursion by intermed members. Geoff did 
suggest that it should be arranged when the Eucrvphia mwrci is in flower - Mch/Apr of either 1996 or 97. (So sony, it will haw to he 97 
then, as the N/L was at the printers when the offer arrived). 

After speaking lo the Longs, we have set a fairly defimte date, but will confirm it later lhls year. I would recommend that you 



go along if you can - there are some good patches of remnant RF around, including the Berry hospital grounds whch were described in 
these pages a few years ago. (Geoffery also mentioned that he ceased medical practice at the end of December, so if Ann did likewise we 
should see them around the traps in the near future ?) 

In the meantime, make a note in your diaries of the proposed date, the weekend of 15tW16th March. If anyone has any 
suggestions of suitable overnight accommodation for those who would like to make the whole weekend, would you let me know? 

A WORD OF WARNLNG FROM MARJORIE OF CASHMERE ON USE OF PLNE CHIPS 

"I used great quantities of cheap, fresh 'chips' from a local mill without checking their attributes. Haven't lost many plants, but 11 sure has 
slowed things down. Judicious applications of nitrogen are helping, and I am about to apply urea to the rest of my third heap and possibly 
wer  laid areas but away from the plants. The newspaper layer underneath hasn't yet broken down - never again will I save money that 
way! 

The positive tip is to use worm castings in potting mix. Someone suggested it might have been why 1 had marked success with 
Xanthorrhoea germination and pricking out, as well as potting on tubes - they boomed ahead ! So they may bloom one day." 

CARRY DALY COMMENTS ON A RECENT VISIT TO NORTH QLD 
"I've not written for a while, as I have been in Far Nth Q. studymg the Mahogany Glider. What I saw was shocking - lowland R F  being 
'trashed' for sugar cane. This is not South America or Asia, but right here in a so called first world country. I saw a Cassowary having to 
traverse open grassland to reach an isolated patch of forest! Even the road to Mission Beach, a r e c o w  Cassowary habitat, is being 
widened so more traffic can go faster. 

As you are probably aware, cane has waxed and waned in price over the recent past and hence our lowland RF is being 
swapped for an enterprise that may only be good for a few years. Cane is being grown on the Atherton Tableland.One pleasing aspect 
was Richardson's declaration of world heritage that has saved the escarpment and much RF. Even though I love FNQ the politics of the 
place are still 20 years behind the mode consensus of the counrry. 

After this work we holidayed for a fcw w c e b  and toak in Iron Range and the Atherton. We were with 'twitchers' and so got 
250 species of buds,including Eclectus Parrots, Palm Cockatoos, Golden Shouldered Parrots, Fig Parrots (these are on the Esplanade at 
Cairns), Bustard, Red Bellied Pittas, etc etc. We also saw two species that have not been officially put on the Aust list! In terms of R F  I 
believe that Iron Range is a must for all enthusiasts - it is definitely different to any other in our land. The area around the smugglers 
tree is especially developed. Fruit is everywhere and I saw over 300 different species in fruit over the 2 months. Identification of seeds 
was made easier by the Cooper & Cooper book. 

Of course we had to revisit ~t Lewis,Lake BarrinelEacham, Mossman Gorge and Paluma with its extensive areas of hlghland 
RF. 

Back home in wet Nowra, and the forest is looking better than 1 have seen it for over 4 years. The rain has promoted great 
growth though a hailstorm in spring did damage plants that I had just put out and knocked the flowers off a CupanioDsis newmanii. 
Many species are now in flower (late Jan) including Cammersonia bartmrnia Sloanea wool~ii P o N i a s  rnurravi P. elefians and Burdekin 
Plum. Before I went away I put in over 300 Eucalypts as Koala food trees. They included E. DuncLaLa, E sallma, E tcretlcornq & E 
rnaculata. These had to be fenced in i n d ~ d u a l  cages to protect them from Swamp Wallabies and Wombats which are in large numbers 
as there are no Dingos on our place to eat them. Was also pleased that Grey Goshawks and Wedgetail Eagles nested on the place this 
year and were successful in rearing young. Quolls still visit the house. 

I had also been involved in a large Landcare project at Tapitallee Creek. (This has its headwaters on our place and flows into 
the controversial Bomaderry Creek). I helped the group put in an application, and we got $100,000 to do rmkgetation works; this was 
througb the 'Rivers Reborn', a oneaff source put up by the previous (Lib) state govt. The project involved fencing several km of creek 
and wetlands, putting in rock retention walls and several thousand plants, all endemic species mainly Eucs and Casuarinas that will form 
a habitat corridor but also included Celerywood and Deciduous Figs. 1 hope to scatter seeds of Cabbage tree Palms under the canopy in 
a few years. 

A subject I have previously mentioned in the N/L is the problem of feral nonendernic plants. I have a Native Frangipani 
CHytnenosmrurn flawm] that within 10 years has produced 3 generations which have colonised areas within 200metres of it. Is a range 
extension of 200km good or bad ? Will it impact on fauna ? Personally I believe that our Garden of Eden mentality, that IS a lust for 
biodiversity, should be restricted to native species as these will probably be benign if they do spread. Of course future generations will find 
it difficult to state if certain speaes are endemic to an area, or just blow ins from RF enthusiasts living near bushland. This debate will 
continue while the forests of FNQ are still being annihilated for cane." (Ed. While at the same time long productive caneland is being 
taken out of production for residential subdivision?) 

* * +  
Thomas Carlsson passes on his best wishes to fellow members for 1996 and his hopes that we are all successful with our various RF 
activities. Local member Karl Andersson went over to Sweden last year to visit relatives and took the opportunity to call in to Thomas - 1 
have yet to get Karl's comments on the apparent dficulty of growing RF in Sweden. Thomas said that it had been a hot and extremely 
dry summer that caused drastic water restrictions to be decreed. (Greenhouse effect, I wonder). He said that the Cupaniopsis parvifolia 
seeds that I included with the last N/L had germinated in the few days that they were m transit! One Atalays salicifolla seedling has 
grown well since germination, still has a plastic bag over the pot which IS his standard procedure in the seedling area before movlng to a 
glasshouse 

* * *  
We were pleased to meet Steve Sinclair in February, when he spent a week based at 'Booyong' during the break between completing his 
HSC and commencing Uni in Melbourne. Unluckily the weather was rather unkind, particularly during the few days he stayed at 
Camerons Camp, handy to Werrikimbe, Wilson River and Banda Banda reserves. He did it the hard way, by pushbike and bushwalking. 
As well as RF, Steve is interested in reptiles ferns and orchids and it was good to swap knowledge during h& stay with us, and exciting 
when he spotted a new orchid for our list - a Chiloglottis at a DRF site near our house. 

* * * 



"RAINFORESTS OF THE ILLAWARRA DISTRICT " - A RECENTLY PUBLISHED BOOK BY MILLS & JAKEMAN 

This was briefly reviewed in the "NSW Native Plants" of Jan'%. (Kevin Mills is a specialist of the district's RF, both studying and 
recording them for many years). It seems to be a work covering a broad spectrum - historical; main types of R F  (5 are identified, as well 
as several sub-types of each); species at the limit of their distribution; fauna; forest protection; etc. There is a need to expand the 
conservation reserves, particularly littoral with only 84ha protected, and the warm temp/cool temp association of a mere 327ha in 
reserves. It is revealed that 10 rare or threatened plant species at the national level and a large number of regionally rare plants are found 
in the NSW Illawarra, as well as 21 species of endangered fauna. The book is of 143 pages, hard cover, $33 incl. postage and 
available from Coachwood Publishing, 222 North Curramore Rd, Jamberoo 2533. 

Sometime, we should update the publications covering RF generally that were listed in one of my earliest N / b  Do members 
know of particularly useful books that are not on the usual SGAP lists that they feel should be included? Please let me know soon. I 
get regular requests for such info and it is difecult to reply using old data ag. the reference books in my collection that never seem 
to get updated, and the little available on the local library's shelves. 

TREMA ASPERA IS A GREAT PLANT FOR THE BIRDS 

The 'Poison Peach' or 'Native Peach' is a shrub or very small tree in regrowth RF, sheltered spots in open forest and along RF tracks 
and roads. Found from southern NSW to North Aust, New Guinea & Indonesia. Used to be in Victoria too but progress seems to have 
caused local extinction. We grew some specimens in Sydney in the adjacent reserve and occasionaUy noticed birds, particularly Silvereyes 
feeding on the fruits which are quite small, shiny black drupes about 4mm dia. 

At Booyong we planted a couple near the house soon after our arrival (they do grow in the forest here, but don't seem to get 
beyond seedling stage), and after 4 years the 2m high plants are fruiting abundantly. In the past week (early Feb) we have observed a 
Yellow-faced Honey Eater feeding, and on one memorable moment a Lewin H E, Brown Pigeon and Olive-backed Oriole were fighting 
over the best branch! They are all regular participants individually and we wonder why they all turned up at the one time. So - a good 
one for bird lovers. Alex Floyd also records the Fig Bird consuming the fruit. 

T" &?pem is a fairly short lived species, as are many of the early colonisers, or 'pioneers' as they are often called, so should make 
an ideal shelter or nurse plant to protect less hardy species in regeneration or garden situations. 

BUTTERFLY OF THE MONTH -- COMMON JEZABEL DELIAS NIGRINA (Fam. PIERIDAE) 

This winter-flying butterfly is white abme with a narrow black border. Underside is grey with brilliant spots of yellow and scarlet. The eggs 
are laid on Mistletoes - Awema & Mullerina spp. - and larva are dark brown to olive, often almost black. Pupae are spiny, orange and 
brown, and are occasionally found on the ground. Range is eastern Oz, from Cape York to sthn NSW and at times into eastern Vic. 
Further references - "Butterflies of Aust" (Common & Waterhouse), and "Field Guide to Aust Butterflies1' (Fisher). 

(from Judith Brass - Karalee Q.) 
Footnote. Perhaps it is from the greater interest that I now take in butterflies and moths, thanks to Judith's descriptions, but it seems thal 
this season has been especially good for these insects, certainly in my district. There have been large numbers of both Brown and Dingy 
Ringlets, Lemon Migrants, Blue Tigers, Glasswings - some of which are new to us - as weU as a lot of other species less numerous. Have 
others noticed changes in numbers and species elsewhere? 

PLANT OF THE MONTH -- FMKFA TRINELIRA (Fam. PROTEACEAE) 

This rare and unusual tall shrub occurs only in isolated pockets in 2 states. one-to-&n grows on the NSW 
North Coast with flowers of light to dark red or purplish one-sided brushes in profuse groups. On good 
specimens the seed set is high, as clusters of hard, woody fruits. This plant can grow as high as 7m and a 
spread of about 2m. Leaves are lanceolate to oblongcuneate, leathery, thick, up to 12 -16cm long x 3 -5 wide 
with 3 prominent veins. 

A second form, from Qld Central Coast is most similar except that the floral appendages are green to 
greenish yellow in colour. Flowers of both forms are usually axillary, appearing in late winter & spring. Both 
grow in open forest, mainly on gravel ridges and are long lived in well drained situations and adaptable to a 

Ripe seed germinates easw, but 

ent colours but Like form in all 
and being so easily grown should 

used more frequently as garden specimens as they are highly attractive to birds. 
(From Norm McCarthy - T m m b a )  

GERMINATION OF SEED OF HARD SHELLED FRUITING SPECIES 

Garry Reed sent a heap of interesting info to us last year, so I'd best get around to passing some of it on to you readers. One of the 
germination tips referred to the Atherton Oak - Atherlonja diversifolia, which usually takes about a year if the whole fruit is planted. 
.However, by gently tapping the edge of the 'nut' 'with a hammer until it slightly splits, the shell can be prised open and the seed extracted 
for sowing with germination in only a month or two. 

With the Blue Fig or Silver Quandong - Elamrpus mandis, Hugh Nicholson demonstrated his method to me as holding the 
fruit securely and driving a 4" nail carefully into the depression at the top where the stalk would have been, which breaks the fruit into its 
segments so that individual seeds can be removed and sown. Takes a bit of expertise though, as I found fruits generally split the wrong 
way, resulting in the seeds themselves being damaged. I feel that matured, well dried fruits should be used tc-get a clean break. 

Oclrrosia have been well covered in these pages, and no doubt a combination or some variation in the various methods, 
(including using a vice) would cover virtually all of the hard fruits. Bit worried about the Elamamus obwatus though as they are quite 
small seeds and may be difficult to crack. No doubt someone will hit upon the right method when they try our Seed Bank stock and will 
tell of their success. 
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REPUES AND COMMENTS ON QUESTIONS W E D  IN PREVIOUS NIL'S 
These replies should have appeared in the last N L ,  but I seem to have some difficulties with modem technology. Might have to go back 
to the old pen and ink to do justice to everyone's contributions and ensure they get published. My apologies to all concerned. (Hope I 
haven't lost anything for all time). 

From JAN SKED. "Geoff Warn asked about Archidendrun #randiflorurn. I have had this tree in my garden for 15 years. 1t is now about 
4m tall and quite slender but has never flowered, which is a great disappinlment to me. Perhaps the fact that it is growing in my RF plot 
and receives very little sunlight may account for this. Perhaps i[ grows naturally at the edge of RF, and so requires a reasonable amount 
of light? 

Re plant labels - I have been using a particular type of pencil for all my labels for many years. It is a 'Lyra Plast-o-Mark 6363', 
made in Germany. It will write on glass, metal, plastic & paper and does not fade or wash off. It can be removed with an ordinary rubber 
if you wish to re-use the label. I buy them from my local orchid nursery. 

An old friend used to germinate Ochrosia seed quite easily, He cracked the shell open and planted the kernel. I have not yet 
tried this method." 

PATRICK BENNETT also commented on Geoffs Archidcndron nrandiflorum. Nicholsons' first "Rainforest Plants" describes it well. 
Grew one of these at a previous abode - purchased from Fairhills, Yandina. Presently has A. hendersonii (very slow). 

While NORM McCARTHY m t e  - " Re Graham Nosworthy's E l a ~ r p u s  bancrarti. I saw this lovely tree in flower on 28.5.95. It was a 
wonderful sight - masses of blossom high in the canopy with a bonus of some fallen flowers to be viewed at clase quarters. It was a great 
privilege to see it flower as I often have pondered at its reticence to bloom. This specimen is a big, tall tree. As it is a Nth Qlder, could it 
be that it is growing so much further south in a Brisbane environment? 

On Sterculia quadrifida pollination. My own experience with the Peanut 'Tree in our garden indimte that it is self-pallinaung, as 
I know of no othcr plan1 anywhere near hcrc. Ours has nuwered and Set fruit over the past 3 years. In T-rnba it is deciduous in mid 
winter, but comes back into leaf in late August. 

I grew Ochrmia clliptica; it reaches 2 - 3m, produces bright red fruit with hard woody seed capsules. I placed each capsule in a 
vice and split them open with a chisel. When (eventually) split apart, they reveal several unusual seeds quite at, like tiny sheets of glass. 
Seeds germinated readily and grew quickly. T U  shrub looks attractive with large shining green leaves and the red fruit, but I did remove 
it as it was continually infested with webbing caterpillars. 

Rhoda mentioned Medim~ma citrioflura. I am growing M. cunninaamii which Baines "Aust. Plant Genera" mentions as only 
the one species in the genus - cunninghamii (fam. Rutaceae). I wonder whether these are one and the same plant?" 

Some while ago, Wayne O'Comor wondered if there was info available on the Latin meanings of plant names Cjust as have very 
many of us as our interest in the flora develops). Ma jorie of Cashmere wonders whether we know of the "Dictionary of Botanical Names 
- Australian Plant Names: meaning, derivation & application" by Don Perrin (Green Data Projects 22 Church St Kippa Ring Q 4020) 
$15 incl postage - a g d  basic source of help. 

Another most useful reference is "Australian Plant Genera - an etymological dictionary of Aust plant genera" by J A Baines and 
published by our own SGAP in 1981. The book is available from SGAP (or was), but is also included in the bound volume - No 9 
"Australian Plants". This is a worthwhile reference to not only the interpretation, but also cavers the species nos. worldwide and lists Oz 
spp by name. - L . - - - - 

1; - - - 
NEW QUESTIONS ARE RAISED -- ON TRISTANIA NERUFOLIA AND SLOANEA WOOLSLI - - 4 - -  

e 

1 .  - - - 
"I would be most grateful for information on Tristania aeriiroliu a medium rare shrub growing in the Gosford - Hawkesbury River area, 
with bright yellow clusters of Leptospermum-like flowers. A line drawing or good photo would be appreciated". (N. McCarthy 68 
Holberton St T m o o m b a  4350). Ed - Perhaps someone may know of a suitable published reference? 

Then Jeremy Trahair wrote - " I recently planted fresh Yellow Carabeen (Sloanea woolsii seed but am wondering whether it will 
germinate. This lot has been in for 4 months - no luck yet. I have been u n s u ~ f u l  in the past with the speaes too, so would welcome 
any good tips to try next time I obtain seed. 

1. .' .' I I  - I I I  - 

RAINFOREST FRUIT OF THE MONTH - THE TRULY DELICIOUS SYZIGIUM AOUEU 

?his one reached me by a rather circuitous route - propagated by Oliver Carter, acquired and grown by Alex Lyons, and delivered by 
Steve Tomquist on a stopover at "Booyong". The fruit, harvested end Jan. is pear or bell shaped, around 6cm x 6cm in size with a red 
skin and crisp white flesh of slight acidic tang, extremely juicy, seedless. We thought it was similar to a Granny Smith apple and/or 
Syngium leuhmannii fruit. 

Steve described the plant as about only 1 lnm high but 4m wide, just a few years old but with a very good crop of fruit, 
growing in an open situation. He feels that with competition it may grow higher and not as wide as Alex's. (That is at Valla NSW, near 
Cot3 Harbour, so quite a warm district). To date there have been no pests whatsoever - insect, bird, bat or possum that often affect fruit 
crops. Seems to have everything going for it and I wonder what other gems Olrver has at his 'Manna Nursery' ? 

There are not a lot of references to this plant but David Jones lists it in his "Ornamental RF Plants", as 'Water Apple - a bushy 
tree to 8m'. Says it is rare in Oz and that the selected variety is from overseas with propagation by cuttings (easy) and marcots. Young 
plants susceptible to frost so best suited to tropical districts. It would be well worth trying in temperate areas even though protection in 
winter may be necessary, because it really is a mp fruit. 

THE ENVIRONMENT PAGE 

Update on 'Greenhouse' effect on our tropics New scientific studies point to floods and tempests in northern Oz, soon, up to seven 
times greater than anything seen since colonisation. Work done in sediments around 'plunge pools' at Kakadu and Litchf~eld N.P.s 
indicates that tremendous floods swamped these areas between 4,000 and 8,000 years ago, when climatic conditions were similar to 
'greenhouse' forecasts for our north over the next 3 decades. 



Work being done at James Cook Uni indicates that many boulders of more than 240 tomes weight were tossed around the 
coastline Like pingpong balls. Dr John Nott's tindings support CSIRO greenhouse theories that "for tropical Oz as opposed to the rest of 
Oq we can expect a dramatic increase in extreme meteorological events such as storms and cyclones, and floods" 

The message seems to be - if you wish to have a look at the Daintree, do it soon ! 
* * 

Also having serious effects in our north is Mimosa Piers. This innocuous little Mexican plant was imported as a Darwin Botanic 
Gardens specimen many years ago and is now right out of control, having spread to a known 60 sites covering 80,000 ha in the NT. It 
mwes along river systems and wetlands obliterating all native vegetation in its path. As well as the threats to pastoral & tourist 
operations, many patches of lowland RF are for the chop unless its march can be stemmed. Seeds are spreab-to new areas in the mud on 
trucks and 4wd vehicles. Its potential range is right across the north from Broome to Ballina. Control measures to date include the 
release of 7 insect specles and 1 fungus, all imported from Mexico. Another 5 are planned for release. Will we end up with all Mexico's 
endemic species in a vain attempt at control of this stupidly-introduced plant of no use to man (other than its novelty value of leaf closure 
when touched.)? Who were the geniuses who actually apprwed its introduction and were they p e n  knighthoods? 

* * 
Just in case the locals are a bit slow in destroying their environment, a good Oz company Transfield is willing to help, in Iaoa An 
almost $2 billion dollar hydro electric scheme (where do the Laotians get that sort of dough?) is planned by a consortium led by 
Transfield. 37,000ha of one of S.E. Asias largest remaining areas of undisturbed rivers and forests will be flooded. The project will fload 
fertile valleys, uproot thousands of villagers and kill the migratory fish and other food resources, It is said that so much water will be 
impounded that the Theun River will be left almost totally dry for 8 months of the year. Yet this project is just one of several planned in 
~ a k  to supply the booming energy-short Thailand! 

* * * 
hother  huge dam in Malaysia will destroy RF a h  This project will require building a dam almost twice the height of Egypts 
environmental disaster at Aswan. An area of RF lager than Singapore will be cleared, then flooded. Going to cost $8 billion. We should 
be able to invest in this 'development' - at Bakun, deep in the interior of Sarawak. 1 always thought it was a bit sus that the Dayaks were 
dispossessed just for a lousy f& logs of timber ; it is now proven that much bigger things were involved by the decisions of that regions 
corrupt govt. Get into it and destroy it for all time. "Nothing learned - everything forgotten". 

* * * 
The 'honour' of the first documented animal extinction this year goes to a RF tree snail - Partula LurRida that evolved on the Society 
Islands (Tahiti is one). There were once 117 spp, each one occupying a distinct ecological niche. And just to prwe how easy it is to lose a 
whole group of life forms, 27 species of Partula became extinct in a mere decade while the other 90 were ell at risk How did this 
happen, did you ask? 

Well, in 1967 a local entrepreneur introduced the giant African snail for food farming (goes well with soy sauce), but it 
'escaped'. Flame throwers and chen&als were unsuccessful in controlling the ferals, so a snail from Florida was brought in as a biological 
control by some brilliant people who probably received knighthoods for their efforts. The yank snail preferred Partulas to the ferals, hence 
the mass extinctions. 

Just so eas* done. One act of greed and stupidly followed by an incompetent decision, and a whole group of invertebrates is 
lost forever. I wonder how many times similar sequences are repeated, and how long the world's biodiversity will survive ? 

* * * 
In NSW there is a 'Revolt in the Bush9.This was the theme of an item from a Sydney paper that Trish Williams sent in January which 
stated that the 'green policies of the Carr govt have infuriated people in country areas.' Probably that is why country NSW does not vote 
labour. Despite that, they believe they have the right to dictate polices to a disliked gwernment? Anyway one dispute that raised my 
eyebrows was that a crucial wetland area - the Macquarie marshes in mid NSW was put at risk by upstream irrigation for cotton that 
increased from 17,500ha in 1%5 (and none in 1955!) to 85,577ha in 1990. Scientists claim that the Marshes will be doomed unless more 
water is allowed to flow into them. One farmer is concerned that his allocation of water will be cut by 25% from 3.6 billion litres paand 
that he will be Hanrahanned ('rooned'). Just imagine 16,000,000 gallons of water every week to grow cotton on one farm. How much 
water does the 86000 ha rip out of the river every day? 

* * 
Another controversial item in the irrigation debate - on the question of ensuring wetland habitat for waterbirds. The environment 
director for the Aust Cotton Foundation, H. Baker said the (imgation) significance on wetlands needed to be evaluated. "It comes back 
to the debate: do you leave areas pristine and suffer the economic loss from locking up areas, or do you permit considered development. 
' h a t  is a decision for the community to make." What arrogance ! Which community ? - ours to decide that this particular ecosystem is 
destroyed for all time, or for the next generation, or the one after to judge that it is, after all, vital to nature and survival of any number 
of species ? And what economic loss is involved ? And for how long? What are the alternatives? What is the criteria for selecting an 
"environmental director ? What is the difference between that and an economic director? Questions all the time. Obviously a political 
comment too. Sorry. 

Just that I really get annoyed with arguments about leaving our about 7% of unalienated continent in such condition. And I'd 
bet quids that it is certamly not pristine! After a century of grazing in those places - southern Qld and NW NSW - pristineness must have 
departed long ago. Which indicates that a cotton director does not need to bring tembly much knowledge to nis position. Yet another 
decision maker and unelected to boot - as are most of those who foreclose the future for our following generations. 

* 
It seems that the Pacific Highway will be upgraded and deviated through some very valuable properties Both mirror image parties 
have undertaken to spend billions of dollars to make this road wider and speedier. Deviations will be driven through state forests, 
reserves, other habitat and productive farmland. As this road traverses the eastcoastal plains and foothills that contain some of our best 
bushland, wetlands and fertile croplands, environmental and economic costs wiU be high. In view of the fact that we are consuming known 
oil reserves over 3 times faster than new fields are being discovered, is it worth these high financial, economic & enviro~lental  imposts? 
Perhaps rhe work will nor be even completed before the planet's cheap and aws.ihlc fuel runs OW. 

It will be interesting to see the Environmental Impact statement covering this development, the actual deviations, how much 
prime RF and other habitat will be totally destroyed, and which areas will be degraded to a major or minor extent. Concurrently, the 
alternative and far more fuel efficient railway has been starved of funds for ages, while much freight business has been actively 
discouraged, and even forced off the railby gwernment directive. Perhaps the continuing further development of the road will lead to the 
eventual demise of train services. 



PSSST ! WANNA BUY A RAINFOREST ? EVEN YOUR OWN WORLD'S HERITAGE ? 

Yes folks, you now can and its in nth Qld, of course. Advertised in the yuppie "Australian magazine" af 2011196 as 'Now 
released - 5 mins from vibrant Innisfail is Jubilee Grove Residential RF Estate. Lush pristine RF allotments from 3000sq m to over lha. 
And this fully serviced estate adjoins World Heritage rf. From just $59,000 you can enjoy The Peace of Paradise.' This forest has taken 
thousands of ya r s  le grow, but the time to owa it is NOW!' 'JUBILEE GROVE - Nfordable Land. Priwlcss Rainforest.' Ad says 'A 
quality TOGA project' Sounds like our old mate George is at it again. Just confirms whal Trcv Deane commented in thc last N/L, but 
one must wonder as to how pristine areas can be just that when they have roads, pclwer and phone lines, water & sewerage mains etc 
constructed through them ? 

Isn't it odd that State & Federal governments are spending vast fortunes of our moaw buying back degraded, previously 
subdivided RF lots further north, and yet allowing 'priceless' and 'pristine' forest to be destroyed to make some lousy developer even 
wealthier. Particularly when it adjoins World Heritage. 

THEY WANT TO BUILD ANOTHER GAS PIP- WHICH WILL DEGRADE MUCH RAINFOREST IN S. E AUSTRALIA 

mat  big Oz organisation, BHP, which seemingly has just one object in its corporate plan - to degrade as much of the planets 
environment as it mu in a vcry shon time - wishes to build a gas pipline from Melbourne to Sydney in order to market additicmal gas 
from its Baas Straight fossil fuel fields. Great idea, it's a comparatively dean hcl, adding much less 'greenhouse' g a m  than does oaal or 
oil. Wouldn't it k finother great idea though to use 2 exisling pipetine3 that have unused 8r surplus apacity nod require only a couple of 
hundred kms of new pipe to connect them ? And that gap (fmm bad memory) is something like from Nbury to Wagga, through mostly 
cleared country. 

Unfortunately BHP do not want to share that infrastructure, as they demand full control wer their markets. Their proposal IS 

being considered by an 'enquiry', as the intended route is through 5 areas of RF, as well as Morton NP, other reserves, vacant crcvwn land 
and various State Forests, both in Vic & NSW. It is economically unnecessary, and surely environmental vandalism that is equally 
unwarranted? 

THE VALUE OF INTACT LITTORAL RF AND ASSOCIATED WETLANDS HAS AGAW BEEN PROVEN 

The heavy rains along the east coast in January caused a lot of fish kills because of runaff from typical acid sulphate soils of the low-lymg 
coastal plains, c e m  in NSW. Qld and Vic I do not know, there seemed to be only local publicity as nationally there was much more 
important news for the media to be concerned with - the proposed change of status of a state governor. However I understand that some 
of those who rely on fish and other seafoods for their living, as well as many people who feel that they must eat to survive are very 
worried at these regular events, but not with vice-regal shenanigans.. The problems arise from inept flood mitigation works and 
landholders' desires to run a few more cattle on areas totally unsuitable for pasture anyway. 

These two purposes have resulted in the destruction of much LRF and fringing swamps over the years, and regularly cause total 
loss of local aquatic ecosystems and death of commercial as well as unexploited specles. There was a huge kill in NE NSW said to have 
been worth "a million dollars of prawns alone". Imagme, 500 tonnes at least of wasted food, in just one estuary. However areas not 
cleared and drained were unaffected by acidity, and their productivity still remains. It seems obvious that future coastal destruction be 
halted, and remedial works be undertaken urgently, so that we can have a Uuly sustainable ocean catch. 

How many LRF specunens have been planted in the one billion trees promise ? How much wetland restored ? 

THIS YEARS IMMIGRATION TARGET HAS BEEN INCREASED ONCE AGAIN 

This is an annual practice of our decision makers. Despite a promise by the govt elected in 1993 that the then number of 63,000 migrants 
agreed upon for that year would not be increased, it was every year, because of 'economic' midkters' undue influence and their belief that 
new settlers vote (should I say it?) labour. The nominated figure for this year is 98,000 and the previous PM atated that he could see no 
reason against a further increase "as long as the economy could handle ittt. I probabiy missed out on his proviso 'that as long as the 
environment/ natural resource base could sustain a further increase in an already unsustainable population wer the long term.' Perhaps 
he didn't say it. Perhaps he doesn't know? 

Our population has now passed 18 million, a gain of a million in the past 5 years. 68% of this has been through natural increase 
and the balance of 32% through nett immigration. I wonder why credence is given to those vested interests, who regularly and wrongly 
declare that we need a continuing intake of migrants as we are unable to maintain our numbers because of a declining birth rate? 

DID THE QUEENSLAND ENVIRONMENT BENEFIT FROM A TWO TERM GOSS GO-NT ADMINISTRATION ? 

There is rarely any important interstate information available to concerned individuals, due to the parochial nature of the few media 
outlets left. As you know, these pages regularly report relevant environmental matters that may be of interest to the readers. Other than 
such things as cessation of RF logging in the state, and the eventual protection of the remnant vegetation of Frazer Island (both of which 
took around 5 years to be implemented !) and the limit to exploitation of Cape York promised only a few months ago, little else has 
filtered out. Detrimental policies, which reduced a big 19 seat majority to a temporary knifeedge margin, included an unpopular decision 
to ram a highway through the remnant Dalsy Hill SF near Brisbane to destroy a rare, large and viable Koala colony, and that typically 
dumb comment from a seemingly incompetent minister that "anyway Koalas are a common animal in Qld", (which deservedly cost the 
l o ~ s  of that particular seat.) 

Some of us were a bit puzzled at Wayne G's recent comment (re the destructive Cardwell development) that 'everybody knows 
that you must have some development on the coastn. Personally, I don't know why we must have any development at all. Tell me why? 
How much development? For how long? (forever?) Where? What type of development? Who gets the benefit? Is it planned? I suspect 
that the answer to every question will be the same - "I don't know!" If that is the case, why must we have such development? 

Would somebody with knowledge of other benefits and lases to the Qld environment in the past 6 years care to let us know? 1 
would like to pass it on to those members who are interested in weighing up the results. What of the future now that there is a change 
of administration ? Will there be a change in attitudes to environmental matters; but more importantly, will ihe new minister be of more 
substance than Ms Robson? 



WERIUKIMBIE NATIONAL PARK -- THE DEBATE CONTINUES 

Well, I must admit to having been at Werrikimbie only once, some years ago. Though I am of 'advancing age' and can still afford the 
petrol to get to such outaf-the-way places, sadly I just don't seem to have the time that other oldies do. Many places we have seen were 
'just the once'. But, in our defence we have been to most places. (Not W.A though, unfortunately.) It seems we are just too busy - 
spending much time in maintaining our hundred acres of mostly undeveloped country for posterity, and perhaps getting too deeply 
involved with RF and the Study Group. Squandering many hours a week dreaming up controversial items for the N/L? Thanks John, for 
your thoughts on Wilderness areas generally and speclfic RF. It is really great to get some discussion going in these pages, and I would 
appreciate more contrary views and alternative aspects being brought up for consideration. However, I do try and get the basic facts right 
oh subject matter that I introduce, and further confirmation that Werrikimbie is truly a 'great R F  Reserve' is in the following publication. 
Others will have differing points of view to John, and I - let's hear them. 

'W S W RAINFORESTS - THE NOMINATION FOR THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST' -- WERRIIUMBIE WAS INCLUDED 

A lot of time and effort was put into this nomination which was considered by UNESCO in NW. 1986, and the nominated 
properties were all accepted for inclusion on the List. The nomination was attributed to Paul Adam - NSW NP&WS 1987 DSBN 0 7305 
2075 71 and is well worth reading as it has a wealth of information on the 'Natural & Cultural History of NSW RFsn  with the actual 
nomination listing various attributes - History, Flora, Fauna, Geology, Scenic, etc. and is supported by various lists, graphs, maps and 
other detail. Werrikimbie's 34,753 ha, together with Mt Seaview NR and Banda Banda FR made up the "Hasting Groupn nomination of 
37,776 ha. [The total State nomination was 203,088 ha]. John considers the majority of the Park is not RF, but the local NP&WS who 
actually administer the area record 19,408 ha as being RF type vegetation, - 55.6% of the Park. 

In an effort to cut a long [and interesting] story short, I will just quote the Summary included in the Nomination. 'The sites of 
the Hastings Group present a great diversity of vegetation wer  a considerable altitudinal range. The area was one of the main centres of 
RF at the time of European settlement, and probably acted as a refuge during the climatic changes of the Quarternary. The sites include 
a range of R F  types including cool temperate, warm temp, sub-tropical, & dry RF. The CTRF are outstanding. This region has a major 
part of the total area of Nothofams, with its best development in height and canopy structure in Werrikimbie & Banda Banda. They are 
the only sites where stands with a well- developed WTRF understorey occur. Pure WTRF is also well developed while there are lesser, 
but still significant, stands of sub-tropical and dry RF. The range of wet and dry sclerophyll forests is considerable, and they demonstrate 
both the relationship between RF & wet sclerophyll forest and the variation within sclerophyll forests in relation to various environmental 
factors." ... "support a varied and diverse fauna .... " 

'The Great Escarpment is well displayed in Werrikimbie NP, while the Hastings River gorge, with its waterfalls, is a major 
landscape feature. The Park can be regarded as a wilderness and in addition, contains two important wild rivers - the Hasting and the 
Forbes." 

I have to stand by my previous comment - Wetrikimbie Is truly A Great Wilderness Rainforest National Park. Jeremy and Sue 
Trahair, with their young children have waked there at various times. Perhaps they may invite the Group to join them on their next 
excursion ? 

Footnote. We recently completed a Bush Fire Brigade volunteers' training course (lets us wear those sexy yellow overalls) and in 
the associated discussions, it was mentioned that among the 'victims' of the Jan 94 disasters, Werrikimbie suffered very badly with around 
40% being burnt out. In fact the fire was halted by dear old Mother Nature, as she had established some lovely large RF areas which 
acted as a natural firebreak. Shame about the edgedamage, so yes, there isn't as much RF as there was 2 years ago, but at least the fire 
did not get right to the coast, destroying a few towns and villages on the way. Yet another example of the value of RF? 
2nd Footnote: I have subsequently obtained a report by one kG.Floyd that he compiled after investigation of the RF in the 4 
catchments of that area. It is quite extensive, and like all of Alex' reports, fascinating reading. When time and space permit, I will attempt 
to summarise the information available so that everyone can see how valuable is this natural expanse. And perhaps encourage more of 
you to at least have a brief l w k  at Werrikimbie? 

FIRE AND RAINFOREST - ARE WE ( OR SHOULD WE BE) PLAYING GOD ? 

Carol Bentley sent a couple of items on this vexed question from "Wildlife Australia" Magazine (Winter 1995, for those who would like to 
read them closely). A NQ naturalist, Rupert Russell, is concerned that management of the area's limited tall Euc forests may be based 
on the use of fire to stem the expansion of adjacent RF. He feels that burning is a crude measure that may not be successful, so rather 
than deciding to go straight ahead with this idea, only limited experimental burning with careful monitoring be carried out ,for at least 20 
years, to be completely certain that this is the right method. 

This ecosystem is much more limited than NQ RF and is the habitat of the declining Northern Bettongs and Fluffj Gliders. He 
suggests that as an interim measure of protection, all l o g p g  is stopped (Rose Gum, Turpentine, Red Stringybark & Pink Bloodwood are 
the main species); grazing ceases; the Tully-Millstream hydro proposal be rejected, for it would flood areas that include several sq.krns. of 
Tall Euc forest known to contain Fluffy Gliders as well as permanently dividing other areas of this forest. * * 

* * *  The other writer is Graham Harrington of the CSIRO Tropical Research Centre. His problem is that the reduction of these 
magnificent wet sclelophyll forests were probably caused by the change in fire regimes by our decisions during the century or so of our 
occupation of NQ. He notes that dramatic changes to the vegetation have occurred since pastoralists displaced aborigines and suggests 
that different objectives or methods of burning may be the cause. Regular savanna fires sweep to the very edge of RF; where this 
interface of disturbance occurs (on the western margins) a strip of wet sclerophyl usually less than a half km wide becomes established 
and relies on fire to prevent the RF displacing it. Graham refers to aerial photos of 1943 that showed areas of Euc forest with R F  
understorey but now much of it is virtually RF, and probably fireproof. Other spots had a grassy understorey then, but since been 
replaced with RF  species. 

He is concerned that fewer managed fires could result in such fuel build up that fire control would be impossible and that 
perhaps the entire wet sclerophyll ecosystem could be burnt in the same year, which would be disastrous to the Gliders and other species. 
Conversely, if fire is totally excluded, those areas will be replaced with RF  - equally bad for the animals. 

Most interesting articles for which we must thank Carol for bringing to our attention. 
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